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Robert Jungk
Outline of a European look-out institution

COUNCIL OF EUROPE

CONSEIL DE L EUROPE

Strasbourg, 10 aout 1967

AS/Inf. (67) 6
Or; Engl:

CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY
ACTION TAKEN ON RESOLUTION 302

Memorandum submitted by Mr. Robert Jungk, Consultant
Expert

This memorandum has been prepared by Mr. Robert Jungk,
at the request of the Cultural and Scientific Committee,
with a view to exploring the possibilities of following up
Resolution 302.

of information within a useful time limit the effort of
making educated guesses about coming crises or opportunities has become a serious and worthwile activity.

Spurred on by necessity and opportunity an increasing
number of "researchers into the future" have started to
develop a large number of new more sophisticated
methods destined to help man in "looking ahead",
There is no doubt that this new effort (it might be too
early to call it a "science") has first germed in the mind

of Europeans, Thinkers like H.G. Wells, Gaston Berger, D. Gabor, B. de Jouvenel, F. Baade, J, Tinbergen, J. Fourastig&amp;, L. Armand, F, Polak etc, are among
the "founding fathers" of the new discipline, But their

ideas found their first practical application in the United States, There the development of serious forecasting
activities started over two decades ago, when a refugee

from Europe, the eminent physicist, Th. von Karman,
initiated in 1944 a committee called to look "Beyond the

Horizon" of military aeronautics, After the end of World
War Il an increasing number of strategic agencies and
industrial enterprises turned to "technological forecastI, Is a "Look-Out Institution" necessary?

This first provisional study outlines a EUROPEAN
LOOK-OUT INSTITUTION devoted to the study of
possible, desirable and undesirable futures,

The need for such an institution, which might enlarge

ing" and these efforts came to fruition in our decade,

It is conceivable and even probable that a serious "fore-

casting gap" may be the deeper reason for the much dis-

cussed "technological gap" separating the United States
and Europe, It is therefore high time that not only
European industrial concerns, but also the. national and

the horizon of the executive as well as the legislative

international institutions of Europe devote more atten-

branches of government and thus help them in their
decisions, has been felt only in recent years, It has been
brought on by the unprecedented acceleration of change,

tion to the forecasting of long range possibilities,
danaers and opportunities.

which has become one of the main characteristics of our
age, and even more by the sudden jump of incisive,
even shattering power inherent in modern technology,
making it imperative for human society to gauge and
control the new forces,.

11, An opportunity for the Council of Europe

Fortunately the ability to forecast and anticipate future
developments has been considerably improved in recent
years, The ever increasing stream of fresh data informing
man not only about the present state of the world, but
also about the impact of his actions is one of the least

a, Limitations of existing arganisations
A late starter has not only disadvantages but also distinci
advantages, The newcomer can profit from the experiences, the mistakes or the omissions of the pioneers,

Recent studies like "Technological Forecasting in Perspective" by E, Jantsch and two prospectuses of a
knowledgeable group of American "future researchers "
proposing the establishment of an "Institute of the

acknowledged and most hopeful post-war developments

Future" have described the shortcomings and limitations

Combined with the growing capacity to collect, corre-

of the existing organisations in the field, as well as the
tasks waiting for them, They point out:

late and interopret this continuous and enormous amount
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1.

Ve

"Most government staff analysts already appreciate the
value of integrated future-oriented analysis, yet their
focus is usually centred too much on current decisions to

Dermit systematic exploration of the future..."

As an international organisation, which is less concerned
with day-to-day decisions than other international agencies, the Council of Europe could pay more attention to

much needed anticipations of long range needs and the
Formulation of long range goals,

2,
"The non-profit organisations which were created to aid
the Department of Defense probably come closest to mee-

2.

ting the specifications for the suggested need, However,

Couneil will be highly trusted in its forecasting activi-

in practice their potential propensity to move in this
direction is limited for several reasons their continuing

ties,

obligations for the Department of Defense, derivatively

3,
Whereas the overwhelming majority of forecasting acti-

their military orientation. .."

a

Being above narrow economic and national interests the

vities at present concentrated in the fields of economics

3,
"As for profit-making enterprises, only a few have the

required multi-disciplinary breadth. Moreover, they
find it difficult to overcome public doubt that analyses

by a profit-making organisation are totally free from
ulterior considerations."
(All three quotations from "Prospectus for an Institute of
the Future", 2nd version, November 1966.)
4.
"The problem is to redirect our energies and all technology,which is at our service, toward renewed human ends-

technology and military strategy the Council of Europe
with its broad spectrum of activities could and should
direct its attention especially towards the neglected en-

deavours of social, legal and cultural forecasting. This
activity might in the long run help to subordinate industrial and military planning to the more important
"supreme social goals" of mankind.

4,
The Couneil of Europe could provide an important

countervailing force against the recognised danger,

ends which are not given as was survival among scarcity,
but are now in need of beeing invented."

that the new insights about the future and the planning
decisions based upon them might become the prerogative of small "technocratic elites", As an organisation

(H. Osbekhan in "Technology and Man’s Future, Santa

with a strong parliamentarian background it seems pre-

Monica, 1966.)

destined to counteract the trend to ever stronger exe-

cutive power based in large part on a monopoly on

5,

“foreknowledae",

"Within the past two years, there have been created in
the United States and elsewhere a number of research
and planning projects intended to focus on the future.

Whereas most of our present development follows the

Most of these projects conceive such research and planning as the province of a relatively small group of experts, who are able to spend a great deal of time pro-

5.

lead of the emerging economic and technological possibilities the Council of Europe might be the ideal insti-

+houaht about the Future. ..'", Washington 1966.)

tution to instigate a never-ending investigation and debate about the ends and purposes of civilised life, Such
a "modern Aeropagus", a "Council of Sages" looking at
the whole rather than the details, at the horizon rather
than at immediate events, has been proposed independently by some of the most eminent European thinkers
like Ernst Bloch and Arnold Toynbee.

6.
"Tasks for international organisations related to techno-

might be augmented by that "implicit knowledge" of a

logical forecasting have been grouped under ten types.

hiaher sometimes visionary dearee called WISDOM,

Only half of these have received any attention, and few
organisations have become active in this area, Only

III. The functions of a European look-out institution

jecting trends and imagining alternatives .Few of them
address the issue of involving large numbers of the

citizenry in thinking about the future."
(A,.Waskow: Involvement of the Public in serious

three organisations (CECA, EURATOM and ICAO) were
Found to be capable of valuable in-house technological

forecasting."

In such a way the growing knowledge about the future

a. Providing the larger picture

{E, Jantsch in "Technological Forecasting in Perspect-

The choice of the kind of people, who should run a

ive, OECD, Paris 1966.)

European Look-Out Institution, is of more than usual
importance, Though every one of them should be well
versed in a special field it will be even more required

b. Tasks for a new organisation

that he should be a "straddler" (riding several fields)

These judgments by some of the most knowledgeable
people in the field point out the opportunities open for
the "latecomers", These "beginners" could establish

or even better a "generalist".

institutions, which would transcend the limits and constraints of earlier organisations.
Here lies an enormous opportunity for the Council of
Europe, It seems to cut out for leadership in this field
for a number of reasons:

20

In the United States proposals have been circulated to
found an "Institute for the Future" starting with a staff

of 65 persons (about 50 per cent of them researchers)

and progressing to 160 (second year), 240 (third year),
320 (fourth year), 400 (fifth year). While this build-up
sounds rather modest for American customs, where some
industrial and military "Think Factories" dedicated to
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the future have staffs between 3,000 (Standford Institute) and 1,200 (Rand Institute) such numbers sound
rather frightening to European ears,
It can be argued - and this is the position the author of
this study would like to take - that a small permanent

core of "generalists" dedicated to the future, which
would in the first place co-ordinate, correlate and encourage the existing groups calling in temporary teams
of specialists only when the necessity arises may in most
cases achieve superior results.
Such an approach may be wiser for psychological as well
as for practical reasons, It would do away with the understandable reluctance to establish a powerful new

"super-agency", a burocracy on top of other burocracies, It might also be much easier to assemble for the
changing purposes of the ELOI the best men and women

in the special field who would certainly be available
on a short-term basis, but would never dream of giving
up for good or for a long stretch their established pro-

Another danger ahead, which should be the concern not

only of demographers and urbanists but also of social
psychiatrists is the danger of overcrowding. Behavioural studies in the United States and Germany have shown
how crowding can bring about mass neurosis and irrational outbreaks, How is this to be reconciled with the
equaliy important trend to stop the spread of urban settlements into the countryside in favour of high density
settlements?

Many of the dangers threatening our civilisation are by
now well known, But if the warning service of the Council of Europe basing its pronouncements on thorough enquiries would become the official Cassandra of our age

these portents of coming disaster might be taken much
more seriously as if they were uttered merely by groups
or ad hoc associations of worried scientists. Further-

more, the European Look-out Institution should try to
present alternatives to current developments and their
anticipated catastrophic outcome, See below,

fessional basis,

The more important part of the warning service’s activities would consist in the discovery of possible future

In fact an immense amount of future oriented work is already in progress all over the world and all over Europe,
What is still lacking might be called with a modern term

crises in their incipient states, Up to now, we have be-

gun to fight negative developments only at moments

the "systems approach", the "wider view", the "larger"
picture".

when they were already upon us. That is much too late,
Such has been the case of air and water pollution, of
automobile traffic in urban areas, of soil erosion and

The ELOI (European Look-out Institution) should not try
to compete with any existing agencies, but assist and

careless river regulation. With the help of the proposed
warning system we might be able to control possible
undesirable or difficult developments long before they

help them in adding two new dimensions to their work:

acauire a dangerous character,

the "overall view" and the "look ahead", It can do so
best, when it uses all existing available sources of in-

formation, learns to combine them and creates or (bette
even) encourages the production of additional information only where it is found to be lackina.

Have we for instance considered deeply enough the

relationship between increasing leisure time (possibly
unemployment) due to the increase of automation and
mental health problems or crime? Have we given enough

thought to the formidable questions raised by the fact

Not only should it refrain from organisational egotism,

that very soon the "senior citizen" among us will repre-

but should also make it one of its tasks to counsel other

sent a much larger segment of the population as before?

organisations to give up work, which has either directly

How will longevity affect marriages? How inheritance?
How future job distribution? How will it influence the

been done by their "competitors", or is being done now.
Intellectual effort is nowadays too important to be wast-

number of necessary doctors and medical education?

ed on duplication of research,

b, Setting up a social warning system
One of the important functions of the ELOI deriving
from its endeavour to see the "larger picture" will be
the installing of a "social warning system", which would
draw the attention of the executive, and legislative
branches of the Government as well as of public opinion

to anticipated social and cultural crises, dangers and
new opportunities.

military spheres, they have been partly developed by
some of the specialised agencies of the United Nations
like the WHO and the FAO.
But, as the recent disaster of a giant oiltanker near the
shores of Great Britain has shown, there exists no warn-

ing service concerned with the immense dangers threat-

of the human planet, by "blind tech-

nology". Faced with a doubling of its present populations,within the next three decades, a densely populated continent like Europe will have to devote as special

measure of long-term foresight to ecological questions
caused by the doubted impact of increasing technological power and demoaraphic pressure,
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the increase, What will be the consequences for privacy? Where does the "right to know" of the community

stop? How will fundamental human rights be endangered?

Furthermore, it will be of great importance for the law

to gird itself against future dangers, Very little has
been done to adjust law to the acceleration of change

Such warning systems exist already in the economic and

ening the ecology

There seems to be little doubt that control based on information about all phases of our individual life is on

and the deep revolutions caused only too often by
change, When such problems are discussed most people
see only some glamourous new fields which have been

opened to law such as "Space" or "Inner Space" (The
Oceans) or the consequences of "artificial insemination", But there are other minor and more insidious

questions on the legal horizon, such as for instance
growing lawlessness in "minor offenses" because the defendant assumes rightly that police and the courts are
overburdened and that his case, if discovered at all,

miaht finally be dropped.
Relatively little serious thinking has been done about
the future of labour, Problems like the right to work in

9)

a society where work may grow short and the right to

prolonged unemployment compensation in case of tech-

On the other hand it can be assumed that strong and renewed demand for the intellectual creation of "alter-

nological change; the training of workers preparing them

native feasible futures" would soon create a new trend

for numerous job changes within their lifetime and for

towards increased "social inventiveness", Jantsch is

increased mobility, the disruption of family life caused
by increased shift-work in highly automated continuous-

probably right when he points out that the techniques

Iy-working factories and a great number of other "labour crises' ahead have not yet had the deeper inter-

over the last two decades starting now from social re-

disciplinary attention they need,

dance to fundamental research in areas of social relevance in the same way as they are applied by industry
in the economic area,"

The interdisciplinary study of future contingencies will
certainly discover a number of danger signals unknown

developed in "normative technological forecasting"
quirements would be capable of "applying spur and gui-

so far. The "warning system" of the E.L.O.I. might at re-

Two American firms have recently tried to define the

latively little cost stop social and political crises before

basic conditions, which favour technological invention,.

they can do damage. It will in addition be able to warn

Most of these factors might apply equalily to much needed "social invention",

in time against developments which would erode the
"quality of life" at the expense of short term quantitative gains,

By anticipating social issues and social requirements and
bringing them to the attention of the responsible leaders
of government, parliament and public opinion the "war-

General Electric’s Centre for Advanced Study in Santa

Barbara ("Tempo") named the following pre-conditions
based on an analysis of 75 important innovations:

ning service" will assume a function, which is not only

In
Purposeful nature of the innovator;

necessary but overdue.

2.
Existence of an information base;

3,
Availability of a financial source;

c, Stimulating workshops of "social invention"

4.

"Look-out Insftitutions" - the idea as well as the term

Learning - a factor which seems to favour newcomers,

were put on the map by B. de Jouvenel - have been

who have entered the field recently;

very well defined by E. Jantsch., He states:

"Look-out Institutions" are called for by many distingvished scientists and other people concerned with social
technology, The principal purpose of such institutions
would be to conceive and systematically evaluate alternative feasible futures so as to permit the selection of

5;
Accidental factors.

The consulting firm Arthur D, Little pointed out the
following factors as being most important:
l.

optimum solutions towards the long range goals of socie|

A clearly formulated need;

It is rather surprising that so far only a few ill equipped
and insufficiently financed private groups have tried to

Availability of resources (to be committed at once for

put this excellent idea into practice, This may only part-

2,

best results);

Iy be due to lack of money or official disinterests, Some
of the "inhibitors" of the much needed "invention" of
alternative feasible futures may be listed here:

3.

I.

Ideally a society in the age of accelerated change would
need socio-cultural "research and development units"

for over a hundred years now only scientific and techno-

logical inventiveness have been taken seriously and
brought tangible benefits as well as honours to their creators,

An experienced body of people,

as large and as well financed as the R. and D, depart-

ments in industry and the military complex, But such
serious and well financed effort of "social invention"
and controlled experimentation may still be far off.

2.
the ill-conceived rigid and monistic "social inventions"
of totalitarian regimes, which turned into "nightmares"
have served as a warning.

Nevertheless a resolute start should and could be made.

3.
the greater insight on social and political processes

A "European Look-Out Institution" might at least stimulate the creation of "alternative futures" and. "intellectual prototypes of new institutions" either by assemb-

gained in recent years, has made it clear to would-be

“social inventors" that the conception of "alternative
feasible futures" is hugely more difficult than thought
by revolutionaries and reformers of earlier aaes.

ling itself inter-disciplinary "model building groups"
put on to the most urgent problems (such as, intercon-

tinental transportation, ecology, permanent education,

the effects of the current intellectual training which

leisure activities, prevention of crime, preventive medicine, etc.) or suggest important areas ripe for "social
invention and innovation" to workshops of social inven-

puts more accent on analysis than on creative concept

tion at universities, learned societies, etc.

4,

valisation has cut down the number of potential social

innovators,

7

The "alternatives" and "social inventions" developed or
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stimulated by the "European Look-Out Institutions"
should always present several proposals for the solution

of its own (see below about the Celestina Foundation).

of anticipated needs or crises, It should not try to im-

could secure for "future researchers" on our continent

pose any single "model" but simply give the people,

a secure place or even a pioneering role,

The special European gift for imaginative speculation

who will have to.make the decisions, much needed

"imagination help", by offering a reasonable number of
feasible alternatives.

f. Thinking about higher social goals

d, Informing and educating the public

hundred years by the effort to produce over more goods
hundred years by the effort to produce ever more goods

It should certainly be the function of the "European
Look-Out Institution" to disseminate its findings and

for an ever increasing number of consumers,

Our society has been increasingly dominated in the last

proposals to the public.
Its studies and releases should not only be of general
nature phrased in a language understandable to the layman, but also aimed at particular groups in taking into
account their special interest, There could be separate

reports for government agencies, industry, parliaments,

There are good reasons to think that the supreme position of productive purposes will not last for another
hundred years,

It will be of greatest importance for a "European LookOut Institution" to devote at least a segment of its activities to a permanent discussion of future social goals,

different professions, schools, university departments,

which should bring together the most original and visionary thinkers available,

Such special fitting to the "customer" seems to be sadly
lacking in most information services attached to large
organisations, They produce news, but do not know how
to "package" and "sell" them.

captivity by present moods and aims and open up the
immense new world beyond technological achievement

The E.L.O.!. should attach a special importance to the reactions of the recipients of its information. The institution should encourage active and if possible construc-

Only in such a way may we be able to transcend our

beyond the fulfillment of material needs,
Setting the frame for such a "metanoia" should be the

noblest task of the "European Look-Out Institution" „It
is easy to predict that the initiative of a yearly meet-

tive criticism and might at a later stage even set up or

ing of European thinkers dedicated to this subject matter

instigate
proposed
problems
bated in

would find an excellent response .

a number of "surmising forums" (originally
by B. de Jouvenel) which would discuss future
and future legislation before it would be deParliament,

IV, The functioning of the "European Look-Out
Institution"

Another important service, which the "European LookOut Institution" might be asked to provide would be a
"forecasting service" open to all Parliamentarians or

political parties belonging to member countries of the
Couneil, In that way minority groups, who might find
it difficult to
vernments for
"extrapolate'
own concepts

oppose long range proposals of their golack of foreknowledge, would be able to
their present proposals and to offer their
of desirable (or undesirable) futures,

a,

The intelligence Unit

This unit of the E.L.O.I, will collect, evaluate and correlate the informations, which are its raw material and
its source of energy.

95 per cent of these informations are probably open to
everyone, who cares to call them. The rest concern re-

search activities of possible impact on the future, which
are still in the development phase, Again there may be

Finally the E.L.O.l. would have a hand in counselling the
proper educational agencies how to make Europeans

a considerable amount of this "information in being"
open to the one, who asks for it, if he is interested on-

more future minded, more open to the needs, the opportunities and the possible danagers of worlds to come.

ly in the general outline rather than technical detail,
Only a negligible fraction of long range planning by

e, Initiating and supporting research into the future

out Institution".

“Research into the future" (or "futurology" as it is sometimes called) is a very new intellectual effort, It is
comparatively speaking now at about the same stage as
"sociology" hundred years ago.

Adelson, Helmer and others have argued that huge and

industry and military would not be available to a "Look-

Increased and controlled study of the many different

expensive "data banks" are the essential prerequisites
of "Look-Out Institutions" ‚While this may be true for
an ideal E.L.O. 1. it can be argued that future minded in-

telligence unit would reach quite acceptable results by

techniques used for "prognostication", the development

the intelligent and imaginative use and correlation of

of methodology, the refinement of known and the discovery of new ways of forecasting is urgently needed,

newspapers, news releases and technical journals, It

Furthermore, there exists so far only loose connections
between researchers into the future all over the world,
Especially the links between West and East are very
weak despite the discernible interest in the new subject
matter shown on both sides.

The E.L.O.I. might act as a "clearing house" and a

"switch board" for the new science (or is it an art?),
but it could also set up a research and trainina centre
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information published every day around the globe in

would be a pity if perfectionism stating that only large
computerised data bases could "do the work" would
stop us from doing, what we could do now with the

help of a not too big number of continuously "well informed" "interdisciplinary minded" and "future oriented" human brains.

In evaluating, combining and extrapolating first of all
the steady stream of data provided by the different
branches and services of the European Community,

reaching than out to the data of other international or-

Because no other institution would suffer as much from

ganisations, adding to it the informations published by
the press and appropriately chosen professional journals
it should be possible for the "Intelligence Unit" (especially if helped by a computer) of the ELOI to pro-

"routine" and lack of openess to new ideas as a "Look-

Out Institution" it would have to renew itself again and
again as time goes on.

vide enough material for the two first functions ment-

ioned above, namely "Providing the larger picture" and
"+he social warning service",
In order to prove the value of such services the ELOI

will probably concentrate in the first phase of its development on a limited number of subjects, enlarging
the scope of its view and its warnings as this activity
becomes more and more a recognised necessity,

b. The Model Unit
The Model Unit of the ELOI will concentrate on build-

ing "models" of alternative and desirable futures, which
are needed to answer the anticipations of the warning
service in a constructive manner.

It is conceivable and evenprobable that only part of
this activity will be done by the ELOI itself in getting

together interdisciplinary workshops. The larger part of
the work will probably be "farmed out" to universities,

research institutes, and possibly to rivalling professional associations (such as the managers associations on
the one hand and the trade unions on the other) in order

to get a great variety of constructive proposals, It may
be important to attract to these workshops along with
the experts people who are known to have on the aver-

age a larger amount of imagination than the usual citizen such as artists, writers, even poets,

c, The Feedback Unit

5

The Feedback Unit of the "European Look-Out Institution" would have to pay its main attention to the impact of the ELOI on the decision makers, on the citizen and on public opinion.

It will be entrusted with the diversified public dissemination of the agency’s work, but also with reports on
the reception of new ideas and proposals made by the
recipients of this information.
The Feedback Unit may at times have to act as a "lobby

of the future" seeing to it that the future oriented information produced by the ELOI will find its way into le-

gislation.
d, The Research Unit
The Research Unit, which may become a separate part
of the "European Look-Out Institution" will try to
further the research of new and the refinement of old
methods of looking into the future,

Part of the "Research Unit" (which might be located on
the grounds of the Celestina Foundation) would be a

Central Library specialised in the growing literature
about the future, It is also conceivable that around the
"Research Unit", a school might grow, which would
train students of different countries and different disciplines in the new science of the future,

It might be a good thing if the "Research Unit" would
be entrusted with the mission to keep a critical eye on
its parent institution, It should present at least once a

year a detached and pointedly self-critical evaluation
of the ELOI’s activities,
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